
With its international sales team, Beckhoff will show its complete range of solu-

tions and its latest innovations in the areas of IPCs, I/O, Motion and automation 

on over 1,000 square meters.

More performance with new multi-core CPUs 

In the IPC Forum, the main focus will be on the special “Multi-Touch Integrated” 

presentation with its scalable spectrum of active and passive panels. Among the 

innovations is the CP32xx Panel PC series with all-around IP 65 protection and 

high performance processors ranging up the Intel® Core™ i7. 
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As a matter of fact, a broad spectrum of Beckhoff Industrial PCs now features 

the 4th generation of Intel® Core™ i3, i5 and i7 processors. Compared with the 

2nd and 3rd generation, the new multi-core CPUs deliver more performance for 

PC-based controllers thanks to their higher cycle rate and an improved graphics 

processor. And the introduction of the latest Intel® Atom™ CPUs now makes 

multi-core technology available in midrange controllers as well. All devices of 

the new CX5100 Embedded PC series are fanless and feature low power con-

sumption and a compact design. 

Hannover Messe: 
PC-based control as the technological 
foundation for Smart Factory applications

By making “Integrated Industry – Next Steps” its motto, Hannover Messe 2014 is signaling that Industry 4.0 continues to be the 

main topic at the world’s leading industrial trade show. With its implementation of Industry 4.0, PC-based control technology 

from Beckhoff provides the ideal toolbox for these concepts. Even today, many users are integrating Beckhoff controllers into 

their production networks to let them communicate with databases, perform remote maintenance over the Internet or request 

cloud-based services. Beckhoff will demonstrate these and other technologies, functions and services live at its main booth this 

year at Hannover Messe.
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Beckhoff at partner booths:

− EtherCAT Technology Group: Hall 9, Booth D18

− EPLAN: Hall 7, Booth D18

− OPC Foundation: Hall 9, Booth A11

− it’s OWL: Hall 16, Booth A04

− PROFIBUS Nutzerorganisation: Hall 9, Booth D68

More engineering efficiency with TwinCAT 3

TwinCAT 3 is optimized for more efficient engineering with its integration into 

Visual Studio®, its choice of programming language and its modular software 

creation environment. Innovations being shown by Beckhoff at this year’s Han-

nover Messe include the TwinCAT PLC HMI and TwinCAT PLC HMI Web visualiza-

tion systems. TwinCAT Automation Interface provides an interface for automatic 

code generation and the TwinCAT ECAD Import Tool offers additional support 

for a more efficient engineering.

Servo drives in a Bus Terminal up to 4 ARMS

The servo terminals in the EL72xx series of the EtherCAT Terminal system feature 

a complete servo drive in a standard terminal housing. The new EL7211 model is 

designed for small high-performance servo drives with up to 4 ARMS at 50 V DC.

Servo drives for low power ranges

The new AM811x and AM801x servo motors feature absolute encoders with 

15-bit resolution and One Cable technology for areas with very limited space. 

The scalable performance ranges from 50 to 250 watts. Three available lengths 

and a backlash-free permanent-magnet holding brake cover all requirements. In 

combination with the EL7201/EL7211 EtherCAT Terminals, they provide a cost-

effective servo system for any application.

Main information at a glance:

− Hannover Messe 2014, Germany

− April 7 to 11, 2014

− Opening hours: Monday to Friday, 9:00 am to 6:00 pm

− Main Beckhoff booth: Hall 9, Booth F06
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Within a special Industry 4.0 forum at its booth, Beckhoff will also demonstrate 

that all basic technologies, functions and services for Industry 4.0 are already 

available today. New products and advances will continue to support this 

development over the coming years. The forum focuses on PC-based Control 

as the technological foundation for the Smart Factory. And with the PC as 

the generally accepted platform in combination with the Automation Device 

Specification (ADS), EtherCAT Automation Protocol (EAP) and OPC Unified 

Architecture (OPC UA), Beckhoff offers everything a user needs to implement 

the vertical and horizontal integration as the key requirement for Industry 4.0. 

The technology demonstration from Beckhoff will cover various sub-processes 

of a Smart Factory:

− Consistent communication from the sensor to the cloud 

− M2M communication via the “Internet of Things” 

− New operating and diagnostic concepts in the form of web-based 

operating consoles and Google Glass 

− Ensuring process reliability via integrated measurement technology 

and Condition Monitoring 

− Sustainable production with power monitoring and power management 

− RFID as the basis for parts tracking and “intelligent products” 

− Integration of robotics and innovative drive technologies 

− Flexible and efficient production of lot sizes ranging from 1 to n through 

highly dynamic positioning with the XTS linear transport system 

− Integration of safety and security 

− Consistent engineering 

− Reduced commissioning times through real-time simulation 

− Remote production facility maintenance worldwide

Dr. Ursula Frank, Project Manager R&D Cooperations at Beckhoff, says about the 

basic concept of the Industry 4.0 forum: “We want to demonstrate at this year’s 

Hannover Messe that our open PC-based control technology makes it possible 

even today to seamlessly integrate production systems and modules into exist-

ing or new systems so that they can communicate with each other, as well as 

with higher-level production planning and control levels. Any changes in the job 

schedule or the current production run can thus have an immediate impact on 

the production flow. All of this already functions in practical applications. To fully 

implement Industry 4.0, however, additional research and development is still 

needed over the coming years.”

Further Information:

www.beckhoff.com/hmi

The evolution of Industry 4.0



Further Information:

www.hannovermesse.com

As industrial manufacturing advances with breathtaking speed, today’s enter-

prises face huge challenges. These manufacturers must continuously improve 

efficiency, respond instantly to changing markets, and satisfy the demand for 

ever more customized products. The factory of the future must be even more 

flexible and smarter than it already is. The key to mastering these challenges lies 

in automation. At the 2014 Hannover Messe, the leading suppliers of automa-

tion technologies and software show the way forward.

Consequently, the world’s most important industrial trade fair is also the plat-

form where decision-makers from the manufacturing industries will determine 

the future. The strongest ideas and best solutions compete directly against each 

other on the highest level in Hannover. 

With “Integrated Industry – Next Steps” as its motto, this year’s Hannover 

Messe highlights the central issues shaping the future of manufacturing and 

demonstrates what the next steps will be toward Smart Factories. In the “Indus-

trial Automation and IT” segment, exhibitors will show the complete spectrum 

of innovations in manufacturing and process automation, as well as industrial 

IT solutions. 

More efficiency. More speed. More flexibility. 

Dr. Jochen Köckler, 

Member of the Board of Management, 

Deutsche Messe AG

After all, enabling advanced communication among machines, systems and even 

products is the central prerequisite for flexible and intelligent factories of the 

future. Many new solutions have been developed in this area in recent years. 

Control technology from Beckhoff, for example, offers an ideal toolbox for In-

dustry 4.0 concepts and is already available today. This means Beckhoff provides 

exciting answers to the most important question being asked in Hannover: What 

steps can manufacturers take today in order to turn their vision of a Smart Fac-

tory into the reality of a fully-networked Industry 4.0 factory?

If you want to keep your business competitive for the future, you can’t pass this 

event by. The next milestone in the roadmap to the factory of the future is in 

Hannover. I look forward to seeing you there. 

Dr. Jochen Köckler, Member of the Board of Management, Deutsche Messe AG
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